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Let P be a compact connected polyhedron. A categorical (contractible) cover {X,, , X,} of 
P is a cover with the property that for each i = 1,. , k, X, is null homotopic in P (X, is 
contractible). The smallest integer k for which there is a categorical polyhedral cover of P with 
k elements is called the category of Lusternik-Schnirelmann of P, or simply the category of f, 
and is denoted by cat(P). Similarly, the smallest integer k for which there is a contractible 
polyhedral cover of P with k elements is called the geometric category of P and is denoted by 
gcat( P). Finally, the strong category of P, Cat(P), is the smallest integer k for which there is a 
polyhedron R with the homotopy type of P and such that k =gcat(R). 
The purpose of this paper is to develop some techniques which allow us to modify or to extend 
categorical or contractible covers of polyhedra, thus obtaining relations between the corresponding 
invariants. 
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1. Introduction and definitions 
Let P be a compact connected polyhedron. A categorical (contractible) cover 
{X,, . . . , X,} of P is a cover with the property that for each i = 1,. . , k, X, is null 
homotopic in P (X, is contractible). The smallest integer k for which there is a 
categorical polyhedral cover of P with k elements is called the category of Lusternik- 
Schnirelmann of P, or simply the category of P, and is denoted by cat(P). Similarly, 
the smallest integer k for which there is a contractible polyhedral cover of P with 
k elements is called the geometric category of P and is denoted by gcat(P). Since 
the geometric category is not a homotopy invariant and does not always agree with 
the category (see [3]), Ganea [6] introduced the strong category, Cat(P), of a 
polyhedron P as the smallest integer k such that k = gcat( K) for some compact 
polyhedron K with the homotopy type of P Ganea proved that the strong category 
is either the category or the category plus one and Berstein-Hilton [l] constructed 
an example for which the strong category is the category plus one. 
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The purpose of this paper is to develop some techniques which allow us to modify 
or to extend categorical or contractible covers of polyhedra. In Section 2 we will 
exploit the linear structure between the k-skeleton of a polyhedron and its dual 
skeleton, as in [7], to transform a categorical polyhedral cover into a categorical 
polyhedral cover for which the geometric dimension of each element of the cover 
is small. That is, we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let P be a compact p-connected polyhedron and let {P, , . . , P,} be a 
categorical polyhedral cover of P. Then there exists a categorical polyhedral cover 
{R,, . . . , Rlr} of P such that for each i = 1,. . . , k, R, L N,, where dim N, G 
Max{dim P-(k-l)(p+l),p}. 
In Section 3 we will transform a categorical polyhedral cover into a highly 
connected categorical polyhedral cover without loosing control of the homology of 
each member of the cover and without changing the simple homotopy type of the 
base space. That is, we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let P be a compact p-connected polyhedron and let {P,, . . . , Pk} be a 
categorical polyhedral cover of P. Suppose ( p + 1) k > 4. Then there exist a compact 
polyhedron R which collapses to P and a categorical polyhedral cover {R, , . . . , R,} oj 
Rsuchthatforeachi=l,...,k, 
(i) R, is ((p+l)k-3)-connected, and 
(ii) H,(R) = 
i 
HAP,), r>(p+l)k-2, 
HAP,)@ F,, r=(p+l)k-2, 
where F, is a free abelian group with one generator for each generator of the torsion 
of Hcp+,)k-APO. 
As a corollary of Theorems 1 and 2 we obtain the Clapp-Puppe Theorem [4]. 
Note that this version includes the case p = 0. 
Theorem 3 (Clapp and Puppe). Let P be a compact p-connected polyhedron. Suppose 
dim Ps(2cat(P)-l)(p+l)-3. Then 
cat(P) = Cat(P). 
For spaces of category two this theorem is the best possible as the Berstein-Hilton 
example shows [ 11: Let f: S6 + S’ be the map which represents the element of order 
i 3 in T,(S-)-Z,~. Then Cat(S3U, e’)=3 but cat(S’U, e’)=2. In fact, in [8] a 
categorical polyhedral cover {P, , Pz} of S’ IJ, e’ was given where P, is contractible 
and Pz collapses to a 4-sphere. 
The following corollary describes the possible homotopy of a minimal categorical 
polyhedral cover of R which collapses to P, when dim P G (2cat( P) - l)(connectivity 
of P+l)-2. 
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Corollary 4. Let P be a compact p-connected polyhedron of category k and suppose 
dim P = (2k - l)( p + 1) - 2. Then there exist a compact polyhedron R which collapses 
to Panda categorical polyhedral cover {R, , . . . , R,} of R such thatfor each i = 1, . . . , k, 
Ri has the homotopy type of a (possibly empty) wedge of ((p + 1) k - 2) -spheres. 
Let X be a compact connected ANR. The smallest integer k such that X can be 
covered with k open contractible subsets will be denoted by g(X) and Cata 
will denote the smallest integer k such that k = %( Y) for some compact ANR Y 
with the homotopy type of X. The same ideas used in the proof of Theorem 2 will 
allow us to transform open contractible covers into contractible polyhedral covers 
thus proving the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. Let P be a compact p-connected polyhedron of category k. Suppose either 
kz4, k=3 andpal ork=2 andpa2. Then 
Cat’(P) = Cat(P). 
Let .& be a Q-manifold. It is known [9] that cat(.,H) is the smallest integer k such 
that .,& can be covered with k+ 1 open subsets of J(Z each of them homeomorphic 
to Q x [0, 1). Let Q(A) be the smallest integer k such that JU can be covered with 
k copies of Q. 
In [9], the simple category of a polyhedron P, scat(P), was defined as gcat( P x I”) 
for n sufficiently large, and it was proved that the simple category is a simple 
homotopy invariant. In Section 4 contractible covers are extended in order to prove 
that %‘( P x Q), Q(P x Q) and scat(P) are invariants of the homotopy type of P, 
thus proving the following theorems. 
Theorem 6. Let P be a compact connected polyhedron. Then 
Cat(P) = v_i; {gcat( P X I”)}. 
Theorem 7. Let P be a compact connected polyhedron. Then 
Cat”(P) = %( P X 0). 
Theorem 8. Let P be a compact p-connected polyhedron of category k. Suppose that 
either kz4, k=3 andpzl or k=2 andps2. Then 
Cat(P)=%(PxQ)=Q(PxQ). 
We let Iw” denote the Euclidean n-space, I the closed unit interval [0, I] and for 
r > 0, B: = [-r, r]” c Iw”. For any space X and A c X we use Int, A and Bdx A to 
denote the topological interior and boundary of A in X. The subscript will be 
omitted when the meaning is clear. We use 1 x to denote the identity mapping of 
X onto itself. As usual, if M is a manifold, FIM denotes the boundary of M and 
i6? denotes its interior. 
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The Hilbert cube Q will be represented by the countable infinite product Q = 
I,xI*x..., where each 1, is a copy of the closed interval [0, 11. We also let 
I”=I,x*. . x I, and Q,, = I,, x In+, X. ’ ., so that Q = I” x Q,+, . In general we 
always use 0 to represent either (0, 0, . . .) E Q,, or (0, . . . , 0) E I”. In this paper it will 
be convenient to identify I” with I” X(O) in I”+‘. Let J” = ($1” x I,,,) u 
(I”X{l})C I”+‘. Then aI” = 8J” and I” v J” = ;)I”+‘. By a Q-manifold we mean a 
separable metric manifold modeled on Q. 
Let K and P be polyhedra, L a subpolyhedron of K and let f: L-, P be a PL 
map. The polyhedron P IJ, K is obtained by taking the disjoint union of P and K 
and identifying x with f(x). Thus P IJt K = (P LI K)/--, where x-f(x) for every 
x E L. We write K L L if K collapses to L. 
In this paper all spaces are assumed to be compact polyhedra unless otherwise 
specified. 
2. Skeleta and dual skeleta 
The purpose of this section is to exploit the linear structure between the k-skeleton 
of a polyhedron and its dual skeleton in order to prove Theorem 1 and some lemmas 
which will be very useful in the next section. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that R, P and L are compact polyhedra such that R \ P and 
dim LG m. Then there exists a compact polyhedron L, such that R u L \ P u L, and 
dim L, 4 m. 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from [lo, Lemma 1.631. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let P be a compact polyhedron, X and Y subpolyhedra of P and 
{PI,..., Pk} a polyhedral cover of X in P Suppose n, , . . . , nk are nonnegative integers 
such that dim Y < CFz, (n, + 1). Then there exists a polyhedral cover {R,, . . . , Rk} of 
XuYinPsuchthatforeachi=1,...,k,R,~PiuNianddimN,~n,. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. If k = 1, then there is nothing to prove. We 
will suppose it is true for k - 1, and prove it for k. Let T be a triangulation of P 
suchthat K, L, T,,. . . , Tk are subcomplexes of T which triangulate X, Y, P, , . . . , Pk 
respectively. Let L, be the n,-skeleton of L and let L, be its dual skeleton. Note 
that dim L2 c dim Y - (n, + 1). Let X’ = X n (IJr=, P,). By induction there exists a 
polyhedral cover { RZ, . . . , Rk} of X’u 1 Lzl in P such that for i = 2, . . , k, Ri L P, u 
Ni and dim N, s n,. Furthermore, we may assume that lJF=, Ri is a neighborhood 
of IL21 in P. Let J be a second derived neighborhood of L, u T, such that X u 
Y c IJ[ u (lJF=, Ri). Let R, = IJI, then {R,, . . . , Rk} is our desired polyhedral 
cover. 0 
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As a corollary we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let P be a compact p-connected polyhedron and let {P, , . . . , Pk} be a 
categorical polyhedral cover of P. Then there exists a categorical polyhedral cover 
{R,, . . , Rk} of P such that for each i = 1, . . . , k, R, L N, where dim N, c 
Max{dim P-(k-l)(p+l),p}. 
Proof. Let T be a triangulation of P such that there are subcomplexes T,, . . . , Tk 
which triangulate P, , . . . , Pk respectively. Let L1 be the (dim P-(k-l)(p+l))- 
skeleton of T, and let L2 be its dual skeleton. Then dim L, < (k - l)( p + 1). By 
Lemma 2.2, there is a polyhedral cover {R2,. . , Rk} of IL,/ u (IJFez P,) such that 
R, \ P,u Ni, where dim Nisp, i=2 ,..., k and UF=, R, is a neighborhood of I&/ 
in P Let J be a second derived neighborhood of L, in T such that IJI u (UFC7 R,) = P 
and let R, = lJ(. Since P is p-connected, R, is contractible in P, i = 1, . . . , k. Further- 
more R, \ IL,/ and dim L , c dim P - (k - l)( p + 1). By repeating this process and 
using Lemma 2.1 in order to preserve the dimensional property in the process, we 
obtain our desired categorical cover. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let {P, , . . , Pk} be a polyhedral cover of a PL (m + 1 )-manifold M. Then 
there exists a polyhedral cover {R, , . . . , Rk} of M and a subpolyhedron PI of M such 
that 
(i) R, L P, u N, where dim N, < (m +3)/k, i = 2,. . . , k, 
(ii) R,uaM \ N,uaM, where N,cP, and dim N,+l<(mi-3)/k, and 
* 
(iii) R, c P, L P,. 
Proof. Let n be the biggest integer smaller than (m +3)/k. Then m + 3 4 k(n + 1) 
and consequently m - n + 1 < (k - l)( n + 1). Let T be a triangulation of M such that 
there are subcomplexes T,, . . . , Th which triangulate P,, . . , Pk respectively. Let 
L, be the (n - 1)-skeleton of T, and let Lz be its dual skeleton. Then dim L, < 
(k- l)(n + 1). By Lemma 2.2, there is a polyhedral cover {R2,. _ . , Rk} of (L,(u 
(UF=, P,) such that Rj L P, u N,, where dim N, < (m+3)/k, i=2,. . . , k, and 
UF=, Rj is a neighborhood of IL,1 in M. Let R, be a regular neighborhood IL,] 
which meets the boundary of M regularly and has the property that Ur=, Rj = M. 
HenceIL,IcP,andR,uaM \ IL,Iu~M,wheredim/~,~+l<(m+3)/k.Byunique- 
ness of regular neighborhoods there is a regular neighborhood P, of P, which 
contains R,. This finishes the proof. 0 
The following lemmas have similar proofs. 
Lemma 2.4. Let {P,, . . . , P,} be a polyhedral cover of a PL m-manifold M and let 
n,,..., nk be nonnegative integers. Then there are a polyhedral cover {R, , . . . , Rk} of 
M and a subpolyhedron I’, of P, such that 
(i) Ri \ P, u Ni, where dim N, c n,, i = 2, . . , k, 
(ii) R, u aM I N, u aM, where N, c P, and dim N, G m -cFzz (ni + l), and 
(iii) R, c P, L P,. 
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Lemma 2.5. Let {PI, P2, Pi} be a polyhedral cover of I’. Then there is a polyhedral 
cover {R,, RX, R3} of I2 such that 
(i) Ri L P, u N,, where dim N, s 0, i = 2,3, and 
(ii) R, is a finite collection of disjoint disks contained in I”‘n P, . 
3. Attaching cells 
The purpose of this section is to transform a categorical polyhedral cover into a 
highly connected categorical polyhedral cover without loosing control of the 
homology of each member of the cover and without changing the simple homotopy 
type of the base space. We will also transform open contractible covers into 
contractible polyhedral covers. 
Let L be a subpolyhedron of K and let H : Lx I+ K be a PL deformation of L 
in K into a point. Let us think of I” as i)Z” x Z/al” x (1) and let q : aZ” x Z + I” be 
the standard quotient map. Let f: aZ” + L and 7: I” + K be PL maps. We say that 
f is an extension off induced by the deformation H if f(q(x, t)) = H(f(x), t) for 
every (x, t) E al” x I. In such a case, it is easy to see that L Ur J” is contractible in 
K Ur I”“. 
Lemma 3.1. Let P be a compact p-connected polyhedron and let {P, , . . , Pk} be a 
categorical polyhedral cover of P. Let m be an integer such that 2 c m s (p + 1)k - 3. 
Suppose that either k 3 3 or k = 2 and m 2 3. Then there exist a compact polyhedron 
R which collapses to P and a categorical polyhedral cover {R, , . . , Rk} of R such that 
(i) R, \ Pi u T,, where dim Ti G Min{ p, m - l}, i = 2,. . . , k, 
(ii) H,,_,(R,) is,free and if m = 2, then rr,(R,) is free, 
(iii) H,,,( R,) = 0, 
(iv) H,+,(R,) = H,+, (P,) 0 F, where F is a free abelian group with one generator 
for each generator of the torsion of H,( P,), and 
(v) H,(R,)=H,(P,) forr>m+l. 
Proof. Let P, = ((P, IJ,, J”I) lJ,+ . . .) U,, J”* be a compact polyhedron obtained 
from P, by adding cells of dimensions n, s n2G. . . s nA d m + 1 and with the 
following properties: 
(a) P, is m-connected, and 
(b) HSP,) = 
HAP,) for r> m+l, 
H,(P,)@F for r=m+l, 
where F is a free abelian group with one generator for each generator of the torsion 
of H,(P,). 
That is, P, is obtained from P, by killing of all homotopy groups below the 
(m + l)th without loosing control of the homology groups in dimensions greater 
than m. 
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Let PC’= P and let P’ = P” IJ,, [“I+‘, where $, : I”( -+ P” is a PL map which is an 
extension of ‘p, induced by a PL deformation of P, in P” into a point. Then P, L P” 
and P, U,, J”I is contractible in P’. Inductively, for ,j= 1,. . . , A, let P’ = 
P’~ ’ U, In)+‘, where 4, : I”! + P im ’ is a PL map which is an extension of ‘pi induced 
by a PL deformation of ((P, U,, J’Q) U,, . . .)U,,~, J”! 1 in P’-’ into a point. Then 
P’ L P’-’ and ((P, IJ,, ,“I) IJ,, . . .) U,> J “1 is contractible in P’. Let P” = R. Then 
R \ P and p, is contractible in R. 
Let Py=P, and let K,=~,~‘(P~), i=l,..., k. By Lemma 2.3, there exists a 
polyhedral cover {L, , . . , Lk} of I”1 and a subpolyhedron l?, of I”‘1 such that 
(a) L,\ K,uN,,wheredimN,<(n,+2)/k~(m+3)/k,i=2 ,..., k, 
(b) L, u iJZ”l L N, u aZ”l, where N,c K, and dim N,+l<(m+3)/k, and 
(c) L, c I& ‘X K,. 
Since m s (p+l)k-3andeitherk~3ork~2andm~3,dim N,sMin{p,m-l}, 
i=2,..., k, and dim N, + 1 G Min{p, m - 1). 
For i=2 ,..., k, let Y,=(K,x[O,$])u(L,x[$,l]) and Pf=PyUti,,k, Y. Then, 
by Lemma 2.1, Pf L PTu Tj, where dim T,’ s Min{ p, m - l}, and consequently, 
since P’ is p-connected, Pj is contractible in P’. Let 
Y,=(K,x[O,~])u(I?,x{~})u(L,x[~,1])uJ”~ and P:=PyU+,,k, Y,. 
Then P: L (Py U,, J”,) u T:, where dim T: s Min{p, m - l}, and consequently P: 
is contractible in P’. 
Similarly, for ,j = 1,. . . , A, we may obtain, inductively, a categorical polyhedral 
cover {Pi,. . . , P&} of P’ such that 
(a) PlL P!-‘uT,‘,wheredimT/~Min{p,m-l},i=2,...,k,and 
(b) Pi L ( Pi-’ U,! J”!) u T{, where dim T(s Min{p, m - 1). 
For i = 1,. . , k, let R, = P;‘. Then by Lemma 2.1, Ri \ P, u T,, where dim T, G 
Min{p,m-1}, i=2 ,..., k,and R,LP,uT,, wheredimT,cMin{p,m-l}.The 
Mayer-Vietories exact sequence or the Seifert-Van Kampen Theorem if m = 2, tells 
us that H,,_,(R,) is free or rr,(R,) is free if m =2. Also H,,(R,)=O, H,+,(R,)= 
H,,+,(P,)OF and H,(R,)= H,(P,) for r> m+l. This concludes the proof. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let P be a compact p-connected polyhedron and let {P, , . . , Pk} be a 
categorical polyhedral cover of P such that rr,( F,) is free. Suppose that either k 2 4 or 
k 2 3 and p 2 1. Then there exist a compact polyhedron R which collapses to P and a 
categorical polyhedral cover {R, , . . . , R,} of R such that 
(i) r,(R,) = 1, 
(ii) H,(R,) = H,(P,) for ra2, and 
(iii) Ri L P, u T,, where dim T, s 0, i = 2, . . . , k. 
Proof. If k 2 4 the proof is virtually identical to the proof of Lemma 3.1. Suppose 
k = 3 and p 2 1. Without loss of generality we may assume that P,, i = 1,2,3 and 
Pzu P3 are connected. Since P is l-connected, we may also assume, perhaps by 
adding a subpolyhedron of dimension one to P,, that the homomorphism induced 
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by the inclusion j, : n-,( PI n ( P2 u P3)) + n-,(Pzu P3) is an epimorphism and con- 
sequently that rr,(P2u P3, PI n (P2u P3)) = 1. Let P, = P, IJ,,, (ui=, J2) be a poly- 
hedron obtained from P, by adding two-handles in such a way that rr,(P,) = 1 and 
H,(P,)=H,(P,) for ra2. Let J/,:Z2 --, P be an extension of ‘pi induced by a PL 
deformation of P, in P into a point, j = 1,. . . , A. Then P, is contractible in L = 
P ULIJ, Clip=, Z3), and L I Z? 
Forj=l,..., A, let K,j = I/J;‘( Pi), i = 1,2, 3. By Lemma 2.5, there is a polyhedral 
cover {L,;, L2j, L3i} of I2 with the following properties: 
(a) L, L Kg U-N!,, where dim Nij G 0, i = 2,3, and 
(b) L,, is a finite collection of disks contained in f’n K,,. 
Let 
and 
Yrj =(K~jx[OAl)u (L,j x[t, 11) U J2, 
~j=(K,X[O,~])u(L,X[t, I]) i=2,3, 
L, = pi U ( ) ;I K, 
, i= 1,2,3. 
Irti,IK,, j=I 
Then {L, , L,, Lx} is a categorical polyhedral cover of L for which Li \ PC u Si, and 
dim Si c 0, i = 2,3. Note that L, n (L, u L3) is connected because L is l-connected. 
Let 
and let 
Az=(Pz~~~ (i (K2jx[O~~l)))u(E,u~K (I,?I (K3.,x[O,Il)))c L2uL3- 
I 'I j=l / 3, ,=I 
Since r,(P2u P3, P,n (P2u Px)) = 1, we have that r,(Az, A, n A,) = 1. Let us 
describe the generators of r,(L,). Let X~E F)Z2. Since L,j is a finite collection of 
disks in P2, let xj, . . . , x:1 be points in the boundary of each one of these disks and 
let QJ be an arc from xJ to x,, such that CC; n L,j = {XT} and CXJ n dl’ = {x0}, r = 1,. . , Aj 
andj=l,..., A. Let /3J be any arc from x,, x {i} to x5 x {$} contained in A,. Then 
the 100~s ~J=PJu({xJ}X[~, ~])u(~~x{~})u({x,,}X[$, 11)~ L,, r=l,. . .,A,, j= 
1 ,.‘., A, represent the generators of the free group r,(L,). Let us choose /3: 
adequately. Since the endpoints of LYJX {$} are contained in A, n A2 and since 
v,(A2, A, n A2) = 1, there is an arc PJ c A, n A, which is homotopic to czJ x {t} in 
A2 relative to A, n (a; x {i}). Note that if PI is chosen as above, r,r c L, n (L2 u L,) 
and r,r is contractible in L2 u L, . Let f,! : Z2 + L2 u L, be PL maps such thatf,r(JZ*) = 
r,?, r=l,..., Aj, j=l,..., 
rrr(R,) = 1 and R, I P,. Let 
A, and such that if R, = L, lJufi;lil,~ (u,j J2), then 
Ri= L, u (Ll ((W(Li) x [O, II)), 
uf;lU;)~‘(L,) ‘4 
i = 2,3. 
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Then R, is contractible in R = L IJ,,,; (JJ,. j I’), because P, is contractible in L, and 
R L P Consequently {R, , R,, RX} is the desired polyhedral cover of R. 0 
Theorem 2. Let P be a compact p-connected polyhedron and let {P,, . . , Pk} be a 
categorical polyhedral cover of P. Suppose ( p + 1) k > 4. Then there exist a compact 
polyhedron R which collapses to P and a categorical polyhedral cover {R, , . . . , Rk) of 
Rsuch thatforeach i=l,...,k 
(i) R, is ((p+l)k-3)-connected, 
(ii) K(R,) = 
K(P,), r> (p+l)k-2, 
H,(E)@ F,, r=(p+l)k-2, 
where F, is a free abelian group with one generator for each generator of the torsion 
of Hcp+,jk--3(Pi). 
Proof. If ka3 the proof follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2. 
Suppose k = 2 and p 2 2. By Lemma 3.1, there is a compact polyhedron P’ which 
collapses to P and a categorical cover {Pi, P:} of P’ such that H,(P,‘) is free, 
H,.(Pf)=Ofor35r52p-1, Hz,(Pf)= Hz,(Pi)OFj,where F,isafreeabeliangroup 
with one generator for each generator of the torsion of HZp_,(P8), and H,.(P;) = 
H,( P,) for r > 2p, i = 1,2. By the proof of Lemma 3.1, we may assume that P: L p> u 
T,, where dim T, ~2 and P, is (2p - l)-connected. Furthermore, since P’ is 2- 
connected, using the same ideas of the proof of Lemma 3.1, we may assume without 
loss of generality that P: is (2p - I)-connected. Let I& : Z2+ P: be PL maps such 
that $,(?,I’) c Pi n P: and {[(c: ) aI’]}f=, generate 7r,(P:n Pi). Let P2= 
P’ U,,, (D:=, 13), P:= Pi IJ,, (Uh=, I’) and P:= P: Uu+,,arz (u,“=, J2). Then 
P2 \ Pi, P: \ P: and hence Pf’is contractible in P2. Furthermore, r,( P:n P:) = 
r,( P$ = 1, H2( Pi) is free abelian, H,( P;) = H,( Pi) for r 3 3, and by Lemma 2.1, 
P: \ P2 u T2, where dim T 2 G 2. Since P2 is 2-connected, by the Mayer-Vietories 
exact sequence, H2( P: n Pi) + H2( Pi) is an epimorphism and consequently 5r2( P: n 
P:) + ‘i~~( P:) is an epimorphism. Let J : I’ + Pf be PL maps such that f;(aI’)c P: 
and {[f; l?~l’]};=, generate the free group r2(Pz). Let R = P2 U,; (uys,Z4), R, = 
P: U,,,, (U,‘=, Z4) and & = PI Uu,,li,,~ (uy=, J’). Then P2 and R2 are (2p-l)- 
connected and R2 \ p2 u T3, where dim T 3 s 3 c 2p - 1. Therefore, the inclusion 
P2 + Rz is a homotopy equivalence and then there is a strong deformation retraction 
from R2 onto P,c Pi. Consequently, R2 is contractible in R and {R,, R,} is the 
desired polyhedral cover of R. This concludes the proof. [7 
As a corollary we have the following two results. 
Theorem 3 (Clapp and Puppe [4]). Let P be a compact p-connected polyhedron. 
Suppose dim P~(2cat(P)-l)(p+l)-3. Then 
cat(P) = Cat(P). 
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Proof. Let cat(P) = k and let {P, , . . . , Pk} be a categorical polyhedra1 cover of Z? 
Suppose (p+l)k>4 and (p+l)k-3sp. By Theorem 1, we may assume that 
for i=l,...,k, P, L N,, where dim N,sMax{dim P-(k-l)(p+l),p}s 
Max{( p + 1)k - 3, p} = (p + 1)k - 3. By Theorem 2, there exists a compact polyhedron 
R which collapses to P and a contractible polyhedra1 cover {R, , . . . , Rk} of R. Then 
cat(P) = Cat(P). Finally, the cases k = 1 and k s 3, p = 0 are immediate and the 
cases k = 2, p = 1 and k = 4, p = 0 follow from Theorem 1 and Lemma 3.1. 0 
Corollary 4. Let P be a compact p-connected polyhedron of category k and suppose 
dim P = (2k - l)(p + 1) - 2. Then there exist a compact polyhedron R which collapses 
to Panda categoricalpolyhedral cover {R, , . . . , Rk} of R such thatfor each i = 1, . . . , k, 
R, has the homotopy type of a (possibly empty) wedge of ((p + 1) k -2)-spheres. 
The smallest integer n such that n = dim K for some compact polyhedron K with 
the homotopy type of a compact polyhedron P will be called the homotopy 
dimension of P and will be denoted by dh(P). 
Theorem 3.3. Let P be a compact connected polyhedron and let {P,, . . . , Pk} be a 
polyhedral cover of P such that for each i = 1,. . . , k, P, x Q is contained in an open 
contractible subset of P x Q, k 2 4. Then there exist a compact polyhedron R which 
collapses to P and a contractible polyhedral cover {R, , . . . , Rk} of R. 
Proof. If CF=, dh( P,) = 0, then there is nothing to prove. Suppose dh( P,) = m > 0 
and let P, = ((P, U,, ,“I) U,, . . .) IJ,, J”A be a contractible polyhedron obtained 
from P, by adding handles of dimension smaller or equal to m + 1. Let P” = P, 
Py = P, and let 021O be an open contractible subset of Pn x Q containing P: x Q. Since 
‘pl(aZ”l) x (0) c %“, there exists a map $i: I”I+ %’ such that G,(x) = (p,(x), 0) E 
P(: x Q for every x E al”!. Moreover, without loss of generality we may assume that 
$,( Z”I) c Pa x Z”I is a PL map and we may choose m, so big that $,( I”[) x Qm,+, c 
V. Let 
and 
P’ = (P” x Z”I) IJ In,+‘, P; = (PYX Z”1) u J”I 
$1 ‘+I 
Q’=QO ‘J (Znl+’ x Qm,+d. 
$‘lx’Q,,, +, 
Then P’ \ PO, Pi \ PY’IJ,, J”I and Pi x Q ,,,,+, c 011’ which is an open contractible 
subset of P’ x Q,,,,+,. 
Inductively, for j = 1, . . . , A, let 
P’ = (P’_’ x I,,_,+, x . . . x I,,) u In,+‘, 
+, 
l’; = (Pi-’ x I,,_,+, x . . . x I,,,) u J”, 
‘p, 
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and 
%’ = %‘-’ u (l”l+’ x Qm,+,), 
$,X’Y,,, /, 
where $,:I”,+% ;-’ is a map such that $j(x) = (p,(x), 0) E P:-, x Q,,,_,+, for every 
x E dI”l, if?,(Z”~) c Pi-’ x Im,_,+, x . . . x I,,,, is a PL map and m, is so big that $j(I’l~) x 
Q m,+, c 021’_‘. Then P’ \ PI-‘, 
Pi \ P~-‘U_I”~ \ ((P’fuJ”~)u~~~)uJ”‘~ and P[xQn,,+,c%’ 
‘Fj ‘c, ‘+: (Fi 
which is an open contractible subset of P’ x on,,+, . Let R = P”. Then R L P and 
P: is a contractible subset of R x Qm,+, 
For i=l,..., k, let P;’ = PO= P,, p:‘= P, and m, = 0. Suppose we are able to 
construct, inductively, a polyhedral cover { p/, Pi,. . . , Pi} of P’ with the following 
properties: 
(a) P! x Qm,+, is contained in an open contractible subset of P’ x Q,,,,, , i = 
l,...,k, 
(b) Pi !,, P!-’ u T/, where dim T: s 0, i = 2,. . . , k, 
(c) pi \ Pi u Ti, where dim T{ S m - 1, and 
(d) P; x Q,,,,+, c %‘. 
We will construct, inductively, the polyhedral cover {pi”, Pi+‘, . . , Pi”} of Pit’ 
satisfying (a)-(d). Let Kj = $i:,(p/ x I,,,, , X. . . x I,,,, ,), i = 1, . . . , k. By Lemma 2.4, 
there exist a polyhedron cover {L,, . . , L,} of I”!+, and a subpolyhedron 2, of I”!+, 
such that 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
For 
L, L Kiu N,, where dim N, ~0, i=2,. . , k, 
L, u dI”~~l \ N,u3I”~+~, where N,= K, and dim N,sn,+,-k+lsm-2, 
and 
L,d, L K,. 
i=2,...,k, let Y, = (K x IO, $1) ” (~5 x{$I, and let Pi” = 
(P:xZ,~+,x...~l,,~+,)u,,,,,,,, U,. Then Pi+’ L P/UT!+‘, where dim Tli’sO 
and Pj’+‘x Q ,_+, is contained in an open contractible subset of P’+’ x Q,,,,,+,. Let 
Y,=(K,x[O,~])u(It,x{;})u(L,x[:,l])u J”,+l 
and let 
P “:+‘=(I’:xI,,+,x.. .x1,,!+,) IJ Y,. 
Jc,+ ,IK, 
Then {pi+‘, P:+‘, . . , Pi”} is a polyhedral cover of Pit’, pi+’ x Q,,,+,+, c %I+’ and 
P:+’ b (~:x{O})u(P:xI,~+,x~ .xZ,,,,,) u Y, L (Tjx{O}) 
9, + I I k’ I
u ((P: x Im,+, x . . . x Lt,J u J”J+I) u s, , 
vi+, 
where dim S, G m - 1. Therefore PI” L Pi” u T:+‘, where dim Tit’s m - 1. This 
concludes the inductive step. 
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For i = 2,. . . , k, let Ri = P: and let R, = p’:. Then {R,, . . . , Rk} is a polyhedral 
cover of R with the property that for i = 1,. . . , k, Ri x Q is contained in an open 
contractible subset of R x Q. Furthermore dh( R,) = dh( Pi), i = 2, . . . , k, and 
dh( R,) G m - 1 < dh( PI). Consequently Cr=, dh( Ri) <CF=, dh( Pi). By repeating this 
process successively we will obtain a compact polyhedron with the desired properties. 
This finishes the proof. 0 
Theorem 3.4. Let P be a compact connected polyhedron and let {P, u L, , . . . , Pk u Lk} 
be a polyhedral cover of P such that for each i = 1,. . . , k, Pi x Q is contained in an 
open contractible subset of P x Q and dh( L,) < n. Suppose that either k 2 4, k = 3 and 
n 3 1 or k = 2 and n 2 2. Then there exist a compact polyhedron R which collapses to 
P and a polyhedral cover {R, , . . . , Rk} of R such that for each i = 1, . . . , k, dh( R,) G n. 
Proof. The proof is virtually identical to the proof of Theorem 3.3. 0 
Corollary 3.5. Let P be a compact p-connected polyhedron and let { 021,) . . . , Qk} be 
an open contractible cover of P x Q. Suppose that either k 2 4, k = 3 and p 2 1 or k = 2 
and p 22. Then there exist a compact polyhedron R which collapses to P and a 
contractible polyhedral cover {R, , . . . , Rk) of R. 
Proof. Since P x Q - ( oUz u . . . u %,) is a compact subset of %, , there is a sub- 
polyhedron L, of PX I”1 such that 
PxQ-(%~u.. . u Qk) c Int L, x On,+, c LI x Q,,+, = %. 
By repeating this process successively, first for the open cover {Int L, x 
Q *,+I, %!&, . . . , qk} and a2, we may obtain for i = 1,. . . , k, subpolyhedra Li of 
P x I”r such that Lj x On,+, c”lli and U~=,(IntLixQ,,+,)=PxQ. Let m= 
Max{n, 1 i = 1,. . . , k} and for i= 1,. . . , k, let P, = L, x In,+, X. . *X I,,,. Then 
{P ,,..., P,}isapolyhedralcoverofP~I”suchthatfori=l,..., k,P,xQ,+,c%,. 
If k 2 4, the corollary follows from Theorem 3.3. If k = 3 and p 3 1, the corollary 
follows from Theorem 3.4, n = 1, and Lemma 3.2. Finally, if k = 2 and p z 2, then 
the corollary follows from Theorem 3.4, n = 2, and the proof of the case k = 2 and 
~22 of Theorem 2. 0 
Corollary 3.6. Let X be a compact p-connected ANR and let (ql, . . . , QUk} be an open 
contractible cover of X. Suppose that either k 2 4, k = 3 and p > 1 or k = 2 and p 2 2. 
Then there are a compact polyhedron P with the same homotopy type of X and a 
contractible polyhedral cover {P, , . . . , Pk} of P. 
Proof. By the Edwards ANR Theorem [2, Theorem 44.11 X x Q is a Q-manifold. 
By Chapman’s Triangulation Theorem [2, Theorem 36.21 there is a compact poly- 
hedron K such that K x Q is homeomorphic to X x Q. By Corollary 3.5 there is a 
compact polyhedron P with the same homotopy type of X and a contractible 
polyhedral cover {P,, . . . , Pk} of P 0 
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Theorem 5 follows immediately from Corollary 3.6 and can be restated as follows: 
Theorem 5. Let P be a compact p-connected polyhedron of strong category k. Suppose 
either k#4,3, k=3 andp>2 or k=4 andpzl. Then 
Cat”(P) = Cat(P). 
4. Extending a contractible cover 
In [9], the simple category of a polyhedron P, scat(P), was defined as gcat( P x I”) 
for n sufficiently large and it was proved that the simple category is a simple 
homotopy invariant. The purpose of this section is to prove that scat(P), %Y( P x Q) 
and Q( P x Q) are actually invariants of the homotopy type of Z? 
Let L be a compact connected polyhedron and let e,, E L. Let L V.,, (V,T=, Sy) be 
the polyhedron obtained from L and m pairwise disjoint copies of S”, identifying 
e, with the south pole of each sphere. Forj = 1,. . . , m, let 0: and 0; be the north 
and south hemisphere of S;l respectively. A PL map g : B_T 
a loop map if g(L?;:Ey+Si:,- 
-+ L V.,, (V,?=, S.y) is called 
{e,,} is a homeomorphism for some jot { 1,. . , m}, 
g-‘(Dz) = By, and there is a loop CY : [2,3]+ L such that (w(2) = a(3) = e, and 
g(x)=a(/lx//) for every XE B-T- ii. The map LY will be called the loop of g. 
A PL map f :irB”+’ + L V.,, (VT;, Sy) will be called a matatena map if there is a 
finite collection of pairwise disjoint PL embeddings {h, : B_y + i~B”+‘}:‘=, such that 
for every i=l,...,a, ,fohi is a loop map, and f(x)=e, for every XE 
dB “+I-,;=, h,(&). Th e maps {h,}:=, will be called the embeddings off and the 
maps {ai}:=‘=, will be called the loops off, where N, is the loop off 0 hi for every 
i=l > . . ’ 3 a. 
Lemma 4.1. Let L and K be compact connected polyhedra with the same homotopy 
t_ype. Then there exists a compact pol_vhedron J such that 
(i) L is a subpolyhedron of J and the inclusion is a homotopy equivalence, 
(ii) J and K have the same simple homotopy type, and 
(iii) J = [L V.,, (Vy”_, Sr)] IJ,,, (JJY:, B”+‘), where for every j= 1,. . , m, 
J;:dB”+’ + L V.,, (VT_, Sr) is a matatena map, n 3 3. 
Proof. Let h : L + K be a homotopy equivalence and let M,, be the mapping cylinder 
of h. Then L is a subpolyhedron of Mh and the inclusion is a homotopy equivalence. 
Furthermore K and Mh have the same simple homotopy type. By [5, Theorem 7.41, 
M,,AM rel L, where M = [L V,, CV,:, $71 UIIpz CU,:, B”+l) and where 
cp, :as”+’ +LVJV:~,S:)isaPLmap,j=l,..., m,na3. 
By [S, Theorem 8.11, r,,(L V.,, (V,m=, Sy), L, e,,) is a free Z(r,(L, e,))-module with 
base the characteristic maps of the spheres Sy, j = 1,. . , m. Hence, for j = 1,. . , m 
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let J; : aB”+‘+ L V.,, (VT=, Sy) be matatena maps such that i.+.([qj]) = i,([f;]) where 
is the homomorphism induced by the inclusion. Let J= 
(L V.,, (V,?‘, S.7)) Uufj (U,?=, Bn+‘). By the long exact sequence of the triple 
(J, L V,, (V:‘+ S;), L) the inclusion of 15 in J is a homotopy equivalence and by 
[5, Theorems 20.5 and 21.11, [J, L] = [M, L] E Wh(L). Consequently M A J rel L and 
therefore K and J have the same simple homotopy type. This concludes the 
proof. Cl 
Theorem 6. Let P be a compact connected polyhedron. Then 
Cat(P) = y4; {gcat( P x I”)}. 
Proof. If Cat(P) s 2, then n,(P) is free abelian and by [9, Theorem I], Cat(P) = 
Min,,, {gcat( P x I”)}. Let L be a compact polyhedron with the same homotopy 
type of P such that gcat( L) = Cat(P) = k O 3 3. By Lemma 4.1, there is a compact 
polyhedron J with the simple homotopy type of P such that L is a subpolyhedron 
of J, the inclusion is a homotopy equivalence and J= 
(LV,,,(VT_, SJn))lJ,,,, (uJ,“=, B”+‘), where for j=l,,.. , m, A::B”+‘-t 
L V.,, (V,m=, Sy) is a matatena map, n 2 3. 
Let {hr: B;+aB”+‘}>=, be theembeddingsoff; andlet {a,“:[2,3]+L}“,-, bethe 
loops off;, j = 1, . , m. Let {L, , . . . , L,j be a contractible cover of L and let us 
suppose that e, E L, . Let L’, = L, VP,, (V.,“=, D;), L; = L,II (U,“;, 0,:) and L: = L, for 
i=3 ,..,,ko. 
Let us fixj = 1. For every k = 1,. . . , a,, let 2 = r’; < r: <. . + < ri, = 3 be a partition 
of the closed interval [2,3] and let gk : (1,. . . , b, - l} + (1,. . . , ko} be a function 
such that (Y~([T:, r:+,])c L,,(,,, for every A = 1,. . . , bk-1. Without loss of 
generality, perhaps modifying slightly the cover, we may assume that the function 
uk has the following two properties: 
(a) rk(l) = uk(bk - 1) = 1, and 
(b) qk(h) = 3 implies a,(h - 1) and gr(X + 1) are distinct from 2, A = 1,. . . , bk - 1. 
Let 
Ai= ij u (h;(B::+,-&)) , i=3,. . . , ko, 
k=l rri(h)=l 
A,=3 U V&B::+, - 
k=l cQ(h)=2 
8::))) u ($, h:UX’l). 
and 
) 
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Clearly, {A,, . . . , Ak,} is a polyhedra1 cover of aB”+’ such that f,(A,) c Li, i = 
1 ,..., k, and A,nA, =lil. Let 
T, ={txlz Bn+‘ll ,StSl andxEA,}, laisk,,i#2,3, 
q={tXEBn+‘lJ 4 s t d 1 and x E A3} u By,:‘, 
and 
Tz={txE B”+‘j+. <t<l and xEA,}u{txE B”+‘l$~t~~ and xgA3}uD, 
where D is the union of a pairwise disjoint collection of (n + 1)-balls contained in 
B ;1T2’ with the property that D n aB;l;,’ = {(4)x E B”+’ Ix E A3}. Let K, = L: U,,Ia, T, 
i= 1,. . . , k,,. Then {K ,,..., K,,} is a polyhedral cover of 
(L V.,, (VT_, SJ’)) U,, (B’+‘) with the property that for every i = 1,. . , k,,, the 
connected components of Ki are contractible. 
Making simultaneously this construction for j = 1, . . , m, we may obtain a con- 
tractible polyhedral cover {P, , . . . , Pk,} of J. By [9, Theorem 2.31, Cat(P) = k, = 
Min,z,,,{gcat(J x I”)} = Min, _,J{gcat(P x I”)}. This completes the proof. Cl 
A similar proof gives rise to the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. Let 9.R and ‘3; be compact connected Q-manifblds with the same homotopy 
type. Then (e(YJl) = Ce(S?) and Q(W) = Q(9i). 
As corollaries we have the following theorems. 
Theorem 7. Let P be a compact connected polyhedron. Then 
CaP( P) = %( P x Q). 
Theorem 8. Let P be a compact p-connected polyhedron of strong category k. Suppose 
eitherk#3,4, k=3 andpz2 ork=4andpzl. Then 
Cat(P)=Ce(PxQ)=Q(PxQ). 
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